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My partner and I have been talking about new ways
to have sex and
I have always wanted to try shower sex. What are
your thoughts on It?
Wet-n-WIId

I ha~e only experienced PIV (penis - in-vagina)
sex 1n shower so the following answer is based
on that fact. If anyone out there has
experienced with anal, please let me know.
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First off, condoms are difficult to put on in
the shower and if you are not using condoms, it
still gets pretty slippery in the shower
(although you should be using condoms to prevent
STis - they do more than just protect against
pregnancy).
Shower sex tends to be a fun tease before you go
~dry off• together or it is a relaxing time
after morning sex . You could bring water- proof
toys into the shower and they do make shower
handles for shower sex . I have not tried these
handles myself, but they seem useless and I
would not waste my money on them. For some fun
time in shower, you two could soap up each other
and wash each other's hair and if you are
finding the showers to be a little cramp, move
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each other
sex and/or do
fingering) in the shower.

I am a first year and I live In a double. I have been
seeing a couple of people on campus throughout the
year and we were sexually active. The problem I
have Is I am unsure how to get my roommate out of
my room nicely and I do not know If I need to be
considerate when It comes to neighbors. Do you
have any tips for dorm sex?
Double Trouble

I used to live in a triple my first semester at
Beloit and it was hard enough trying to arrange
to have one person out of the room, let alone
two!
Let me give me some simple dorm sex etiquette
that every college student should know:

RESPECT! Do not sexile (exile for sex) your
r oommate(s) if t hey have to study , already have
people over, if they already reserved the room
for alone time (for themselves or with a
partner (s)), they are sick, if they told you
already that they do not like being sexile, and
reasonable things.
must sexile, talk to your roommate(s)
ahead of time to have the room to yourselves.
Last minute hook up? Send them a tex t or call or
just simply ask up front to their face if you
can have the room fo r a few hours. Lock the
door, unless they request to leave it unl ock
because they f orgot their key or something, do
your thing and then unlock the door and send
a text or call saying you done and
is safe to come back into the room.
Add sexile to your roommate agreement in the
beg inning of the semester or add it on later.
not have to be you having sex
b ut it can include masturbation as

a marker on the door like a tie or a
fun •sexy time• sign j ust in case you are unable
to reach your roommate or if your friends drop
to say hello.
Be considerate to your neighbors . Do not be a
screamer at lam on a Tuesday n ight when there
are classes the next day. Be loud during the
non - quiet hours on your floor and be considerate
during the quiet hours.
RESPECT ! It is s o important I feel the need
say it twice.
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buddy at col.....

1 am not too sure how to Inquire one; much .... what

are the manners you need to have towards one.
Horny In Haven
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go on dat ~ng s~tes
o get casual sex from
OkCupid is one of th f
people.
allow you to be b' e ew free dating sites that
~sexual. On the
't
.
list ~our interests and you can o:~r:;~tJ~asyt
want Just a fb or not.
you

P. If you decide not

to do the dating site or
want to spread your boundaries, just talk to
people including your close peers. You may find
someone who wants a fb as well and may have
similar interests .

1CaAs you

talk to the person, just state your
limits and interests. Make sure the person will
respect you and any rules you have for them .
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you a re in a polyamous or open
relationship and have rules with your
partner( s), state them to the potential fb. Let
your partner(s) know about the fb and encounters
as you go to them, unless you discussed not
wanting to share that information with each
other.

~f

the fb does not have any respect for you
or for any of the rules you have set, do not go
into a fb relationship with them. Just like with
sexiling and everything else in life, respect
and communication are key.

1. Respect yourself and the person.
2. Communicate all desires, worries, rules, and
so on. Have open communication with whom else
you are having sex with.
3. SOBER VERBAL YES! Consent is sexy! If there
is no consent, do not continue what you were
asking consent for. If you are in a situation
where you cannot verbally say yes, such as ball
gag in your mouth, have a body gesture . If you
are gagged and tied up, make sure to have a
signal your partner(s) can feel so they know
when to proceed or when to stop.
4. When you do not want to be fb with the person
anymore, let them know. Do not lead them on
thinking they can still text you for a booty
call at lam when you just entered a monogamous
relationship or you just do not want to have sex
in your life at that period of time. Be polite
and have common manners towards your fb.
5. Make sure that everyone is being tested
regularly for STis and ask ahead of time if the
person has any STis or HIV. It is perfectly fine
to ask for papers from their last time they got
tested to be extra safe .
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F* buddies are fun to have if
they are right for you. You can
.
t with them and if they
exper~men
do not want to the thing you
want to experiment with, you
just move on to some th •;ng else.

You can have one fb for certain
sexual acts and maybe one fb
that you just cuddle with
majority of the time and have a
sex only once in a while. Fb
come in all different shapes,
sizes, styles! Try one on and if
it does not work, let them know
and find another one!~

General Safe Sex Tips:
Use birth control to prevent
pregnancy.
Use exterior (male) and interior
(female) condoms to prevent STis
and HIV. Only use one at a time
during intercourse, do not
double up with either condom and
do not use one of each at the
same time .
Use exterior condoms and dental
dams for mouth-to-genital
contact because oral sex can
spread STis too.
Use condoms for sex toys too! It
helps for preventing STis as
~well as easy clean-up.
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My tuck buddy s-ms to contact me every time I am
on my period. I don't know what to say so I go over
there and give him pleasure and I don't get any In
return. Should I tell him it's my time of month or
should I lie or what? I want to start getting
something In return but I don't want to gross him out
with all of that.
Period Ponder
In my opinion, period sex is nothing to fuss
over. It is just blood and it adds extra lube
for you all. If you want to receive oral during
your period and your partner(s) are not
comfortable with the fact period blood will be
in their mouth, you can try out the Diva Cup. It
is also known as the Moon Cup. The Cup collects
the blood in a cup-like holder and as long as it
is properly placed in the vagina, the suction
will keep the cup in place and not let any blood
out. Sex toys are another option if he does no t
want to get any blood on his penis.
Anal sex is another option if you are
comfortable with it. If you are new to anal,
start out with anal beads and small butt plugs
to get used to the idea. They will also help
stretch out your ass. Then you can use a strapon or a penis and have some fun! Make sure to
still use a condom with anal. You can use either
an exterior (male) or interior (female) condom.
Using condoms on toys are great as well since
they provide an easy clean-up. Make sure the
condom is non-lubricant or has toy - safe lube on
it. You cannot use silicone lube with silicone
toys; water- based lube tends to be the best

Now, how to tell your partner(s) you're on your
period:
1. Just tell them that you are on your period.
Let them know if period sex is an option on your
end or not and ask if they are comfortable with
the idea. If either of you are uncomfortable
with per i od sex, tell them when your period ends
and set up a date then.
2. Tell them that your friends will be over in
two minutes to go to dinner and see a movie.
Arrange another time with your partner to have
sex.
3. YOU can set up the time when you want to have
sex. Just do some period math and work around
it. That way you know for sure your period will
not show up and it is on your free time .
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I was having sex with my boyfriend and his penis did
not stay up for the whole time. This happened when
we took each other's virginity and once after that.
What c:an I do to help him achieve orgasm and last
the whole session?
Flaccid Fighter
First, your name sounds like a new superh ero or
should be the name of a hardcore metal band.
And now to your question ...
I do not think people need to orgasm to have
good sex or to enjoy the sex. Instead of asking
"Did you come?• I ask my partners and I
encourage them to ask me, "Did you have fun? Did
you have a good time?• This helps the sex to be
more about that few seconds of heighted pleasure
and more about the act and the people in the
act. Sometimes I do want to orgasm and if my
partner cannot fulfill my desire by intercourse,
we use other sexual acts to get me off .
Maybe try playing with the flaccid penis and try
out ways to fuck with it. It may seem awkward
and weird but it is not shown in porn nor talked
about it when discussing sex.
Flaccid penises can be just as fun as erect
penises.
To address the reference to losing virginity,
once again it should not be all about the
orgasm. Make sure the person had a good time and
you can always try it out again later.
Also, orgasm in reference to men does not always
have to include ejaculating. It can just be the
intense feeling behind it. And sometimes when a
man ejaculates, he does not get the orgasm
feeling. Just sperm for thought. Just have fun
and be -safe !
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